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I. INTRODUCTION
The present paper is an attempt to make a comprehensive description of the
accents of surnames in the Kyoto dialect.
Amanuma (1940) and Umegaki (1946) have already dealt with this theme.
Yoshihara (1983, Osaka and/or Tokusima accent) and Meada (1990, Osaka or Nara
accents) include the description of the accents of surnames in the dialects whose
accents are similar to the Kyoto accent. But their descriptions are fragmentary,
and the data shown in their studies are not always typical of the accents of the dia-
lects discussed.
Akinaga(198l) and many studies about the Tokyo dialect were very helpful,
because the Tokyo dialect is similar to the Kyoto dialect in the conditions which
determine the accents of surnames.
Informants, methods, questionnaires, and data of the present paper are almost
the same as those of Nakai(1989). See Nakai(1989) for detaIls.
The survey of four informants among the sixteen informants of Nakai(1989)
has not been completed yet, and the data from them are not included in the present
paper. The presnt paper only deals with the data obtained from the following
twelve informants: A (197lf. abbreviated to (~> in Nakai (1989), B «-=> 1957 m),
C«fn> 1934f), D«.=:.> 1930 m), E«~> 19l4f), F«**> 19l3f), G«t:P> 19l0f), H«~>
1911f), 1«11> 1910f), J «:k> 1908 m), K «E8> 1900f), L «=f> 1910f, Nakagawa
Kitayama-choo (t:PJII~tililBJ)). For these twelve informants, too, the survery is in-
sufficient, and small revisions will have to be made. Among these informants, only
the informant <L> is from Nakagawa-Kitayama-choo dialect where shookaku-genshoo
(:n~~~, kernel rising, an accentual change which took place in many of the
chuuoo-shiki (t:P:9c;c\;, Central-type) dialects: rOOl 0 --3> rOl 00, etc.) has not
occurred, and belongs to the older-type chuuoo-shiki accents. The other informants
are from the central part of Kyoto City where this change has occurred. Shookaku-
genshoo is relevant only in a few words, almost all of which are converted from com-
mon nouns.
Factors which determine the accents of surnames are length of words (number
of morae) and word formation (simple words, converted words (tenseigo $i,qX;~)
or compounds). Almost all compounds are of two elements, and the second (last)
element tends to decide the accent. Sequential voicing (;@{;) sometimes influen-
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ces accents. Many surnames are also used as place-names. It is not clear whether
surnames are converted from place-names, or vice versa. These words are pro-
visionally treated here not as converted words but as simple words or compounds.
Other important factors are influence of the standard language, age (difference
between the youngest informant <A> and the other informants) and geographical
area (difference between <L> and the other informants).
Each of these factors is discussed in the present paper.
In this paper only Japanese surnames are dealt with. Foreigners' surnames
are not included.
Sorting of the data was made by the program XSORT developed by Mr. Ray
Fukui.
2. Two-MoRA SURNAMES
2.1 The basic accent pattern (iit2js: 7 ~ --e :,; r ~D or the covert accent pattern
Cm:ff7 ~ --e :,; r~) of two-mora surnames is accent pattern P). Words of accent



















Some converted words from common nouns change their accents into 1, and





(1) -EB -ta, da. Words ending with the morpheme -EB are all accent pattern
0, and no exceptions are found.
1) "1,2,3, ... " means the position of the accent kernel. "0" means the accent pattern without
kernel.
"T" means "teiki-shiki" ({,g;JEa:tt, low-initial type). "kooki-shiki" Cii'1iit9:tt, highinitial type) is
shown by no mark.
In the Kyoto accent, both the position of the kernel and shiki are distinctive.
The relationship between these signs and the pitch pattern is as follows.
Four-mora words are taken as examples. ''r'' means rise of the pitch, and "l" fall of the pitch. "0"
means a mora.
o roooo TO 000 ro
1 rOlOOO
2 rOOl 00 T2 0 rOl 00
3 rOOOl 0 T3 00 rOT 0
"ABC, ..." are abbreviations of the informants.
"ai" means all the twelve informants.
"Qt" means the other inJormants.
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noda !fEEl
mita ::=: EEl
'ida tt EEl 'ada ~EEI suda ~J{EEI toda pEEl
'uda *EEI kida *EEI tada $ EEl 'jata *EEI
'eda iI EEl sada i6: EEl cuda $ EEl 'wada ~ EEl
(2) -!f -no. 0 or 1. 0 is found espcially in the young informants <AB>, part of
which seems to be the accent influenced by the standard language.
'uno *!f ABGL: 0 at: 1 sana i6:!f ADI: 1,0 BGHJK: 0 CEFL: I
cino =f!f ABF: 0 at: I hino B!f 0 mana ~!f J: lot: 0
'jano *!f CDJ: 1,0 at: 0
2.4 Other words
(1) All the informants use accent pattern 1 for the following:
'ara m 'oci ~~ koo ~ sao * toki ±I!&: ba'N 1*
'ii ttW kaga :bll~ goo ~~ take JEt nasu ~~J{ hibi BIt
'isa Wi6: ka'N '(g suge '(g ta'ja EEI:fr nozi!f:ttIl miki =:*
'ura Mi kiso *m sumi fi3 cuge fE1m nose ~~
(2) All the informanst use accent pattern 0 for the following:
'abe jij"$ 'edo UP date W~ mito JJ<p
'jabe *$ kubo ~1* do'i ±tt 'jagi i\*
(3) Accent pattern 5"0 and 72 are only found in the followomg two words:
hara @: L: 5"2 at: 5"0 hata~, j:ffi A: 1 L: 5"2 at: 5"0.
(4) 1 or o. accent pattern 0 in many words seem to be the accent influenced by
the standard languate. (cf. 2.3 (2)).
kido *p ABDJ: 0 at: 1 su'wa AAltW AEGK: 0 II, 0 at: 1
haga ~~ ADK: 0 Fl, 0 at: 1 kizu *$ AB: 0 at: 1 seko _ii AB: 0 at: 1
hase ~:fr EGL: 0 at: 1 kita lJ$ D: 0 at: 1 sane m*H AK: 0 at: 1
hu'wa ::f~ AGK 0 at: 1 kume ~* ABCD: 0 at: 1
ciba =f~ AEFGHI K: 0 BD: 1,0 CJL: 1
mi'wa ::=:~ AF: 0 G: 0, lot: 1 suga tf G: 1,0 at: 1
'ide tt-=¥- IJL: 1 H: 1,0 ot:O noma !fFFfl AFGK: 0 at: 1
3. THREE-MoRA SURNAMES
3.1 Words converted from common nouns.
(1) Almost all words do not change their accents (cf. two-mora words). The
only exceptions are "taira :s:jZ" and "hayasi "*t. Note that the accents of "minami
itj", "higasi *", "sakaki m" and "sakai ~" of the informant <L> are :::J2 and
the same as those used as common nouns.
'azuma * A: lot: 5"2 sakaki ;ffli$ L: 2 at: 1
'izumi * ABCDGJ: 1 L: 5"2 EFHIK: 1,5"2
higasi * L: 2 at: 1 cucumi ~ L: 2 at: 1
minato ~ ai: 0 'inu'i ~ ai: 1
minami itj L: 2 at: 1 sakai ~ L: 2 at: 1
ha'jasi *t ai: 0
taira :s:jZ ai: 1
cubaki m ai: 2
hazama Fdj ai: 0
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(2) The following three change their accents for some informants, which seem to
be the influence of the standard language. Accent in parenthesis is that used as a
common noun.
'oogi m (1) ABCDFHIKL: 1 EG: 1, 0 J: 0
'janagi WD (0) ABDHI: 1 CKL: 0 EFGJ: 1,0
kacura {E (0) ABL: 1 J: 0, lot: 0
3.2 Compounds
Basic accent pattern seems to be 1, but it is not so clear. The second element
of the compound tends to determine the accent.
3.2.1 Compounds ending with morphemes by which accents of compounds usually
become accent pattern 1.
(1)-Ji gao
'ariga ~Ji I: 0 ot: 1 'ooga *Ji CDH: 0 G: TO ot: 1
hiraga 3jZJi F: 0 IL: 0 H: 1, T2 G: T2 ot: 1
(2)-J:. -kami, -gami
tagami EEJ:. ai: 1 mikami ='J:. ai: 1 nogami JfJ:. L: T2 ot: 1
mogami ~J:. L: T2 ot: 1
(3)-)1\ kawa, -gawa
'ika'wa tt)ll ai: 1 dega'wa t/jJll ai: 1 taga'wa EEJIl ai: 1 niga'wa f=JIl ai: 1
'juka'wa ~)I\ ai: 1 saga'wa 13:JIl ai: 1 cuga'wa $JIl ai: 1 noga'wa JfJll ai: 1
'ega'wa ITJIl ai: 1 sega'wa ~Ji) II ai: 1 toga'wa F' JIl ai: 1
'oga'wa IJ\JIl ai: 0 (influence of the accent as a common noun 'small river')
'jasiro ~it L: TO D: 1, TO ot: 1
noziri Jfm IJ: T2, 1 L: T2 ot: 1
'ozaki fi§Uffii ai: 1 kizaki *Uffii ai: 1
nozaki JfUffii CDI: TO E: 1, TO ot:l
tasaka B3 tlZ ai: 1
murase ;ftMi ai: 1
tazaki B3 Uffii ai: 1
'jazaki ~Uffii ai: 1
hunaki M* ai: 1
muraki ;ft* ai: 1
nosaka JftlZ ai: 1
ha'jase If!.tfi ai: 1
taguci B3 0 F: T2 ot: 1
'eguci ITO ai: 1
hiraki 3jZ* ai: 1
hiroki Jb* ai: 1
nagase ~ tfi ai: 1
hosina 1*f3J. ai: 1
siraki 8* ai: 1
tamaki .:li* ai: 1
(4)-* -ki
'araki m* ai: 1
karaki ]gf* ai: 1
(5)-0 -kuci, guci
'iguci tt 0 ai: 1 higuci ~ 0 ai: 1
'jaguci ~O ai: 1 kiguci *0 ai: 1
noguci JfO AF: 1, 2 GLT2 ot: 1
(6)-tlZ -saka
kosaka ~\tlZ ai: 1
(7)-Uffii -zaki
'ezaki ITUffii ai: 1
suzaki ~JtUffii ai: 1
(8)-f3J. -sina
nisina f=f3J. ai: 1
(9)-m -ziri
taziri B3 m ai: 1
(10)-it siro
tasiro B3 it ai: 1
(11 )-~Ji -se
'i'wase :Ei-tfi ai: 1
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momose B~ ai: 1
'janase tyP. ai: 1
ha'jano !fiJr ai: 1
hibino B ltJr ai: 1
hirono J.!Jr ai: 1
hukano ~Jr ai: 1
huzino iiJr ai: 1
hosino £Jr ai: 1
horino ;lfIfiJr ai: 1
makino !&Jr ai: 1
mizuno 7kJr ai: 1
murano iftJr ai: 1
morino ~!Y ai: 1
ta'wara 1331* ai: 1
mami'ja ra''§' ai: 1
kimura *ift ai: TO
nomura Jrift CDE: TO, 0 JK: 0 ot: TO
hirose J.!?t!j ai: 1
hukase ~~ ai: 1
tahara 133 1* ai: 1
'ebara iI1* ai: 1
ko'Nno 4-Jr ai: 1
sakano :tlZJr ai: 1
sa'wano iRJr ai: 1
sibano ~Jr ai: 1
simano lJii Jr ai: 1
sjoono EEJr ai: 1
sugano ~Jr ai: 1
sugino t3Jr ai: 1
takino ~Jr ai: 1
niino ~Jr ai: 1
hamano ~Jr ai: 1
tami'ja 133,§, F: T2 ot: 1
simura ~ift ai: 1
tamura 133 ift ai: 1
cumura i$ift ai: 1
naruse JV(;~ ai: 1
ha'jase !fi?t!j ai: 1
mitani .=:.~ ai: 1
'oono *Jr ai: 1
'okano m1Jr ai: 1
'okino i*Jr ai: 1
'okuno ~Jr ai: 1
kamino 1$Jr ai:. 1
ka'wano MJr ai: 1
ka'Nno ~Jr ai: 1
kisino ~Jr ai: 1
kusano litJr ai: 1
ku'wano ~Jr ai: 1
koono MJr ai: 1
'ozeki IJ\OO ai: 1
ka'wase J1\~ ai: 1
kurose ~~ ai: 1
(12)-00 -zeki
'izeki j:f: 00 ai: 1
(l3)-~ -tani
kotani IJ\~ ai: 1
(14)-Jr -no
'a'ono NJr ai: 1
'amano X!Y ai: 1
'isino ::GJr ai: 1
'isono Q\!!Y ai: 1
'i'wano :E-!Y ai: 1
'ucino I*J Jr ai: 1
'urano MJr ai: 1
'u'Nno #ijJr ai: 1
'oono *Jr ai: 1
'okano m1Jr ai: 1
'okino i*Jr ai: 1
'jamano U-i!Y ai: 1
'a'wano ~Jr E: 0 ot: 1 kacuno JmJrCD: 1, T2 ot: hosono *ffiJr J: T2 ot: 1 ,
'ikeno ifuJr I: 0 D: 1,0 ot: 1 si'ono :l][Jr CDG: 1,0 ot: 1
ma'eno iWJr GK: TO ot: 1 'u'eno J:Jr D: TO ot: 1
sikano J.&Jr CD: 1,0 ot: 1 macuno flJr ILK: T2 ot: 1
nisino g§!Y I: 1, T2 J: T2 ot:1 'jasuno 1(Jr K: 0 I: T2, lot: 1
takano rl'UJr A: 1, T2 I: T2 ot: 1 'icino rfJJr K: T2 ot: 1
nakano !ftJr AB: TO CFL: T2 D: T2, TO EJ: 1, T2 G: TO, 1 HIK: 1
Exceptions.
The accent of the following three words seems to be traditionally 0:
'ogino ~Jr K: 0 ot: 1 nagano :BfJr CD: 0, TO GH: 0 ot: 1
hisano 0..Jr BDEK: 0 ot: 1
The accent of the following three words seems to be traditionally TO:
'asano ~Jr ai: TO hatano i&:~Jr A: lot: TO matano {~Jr A: lot: TO
(15)-1* -hara, wara, bara
'ihara j:f:1* ai: 1 kihara *1* ai: 1
'ohara IJ\1* ai: 1 sahara 1ti:1* ai: 1
mihara .=:.1* ABDEFK: 0 ot: 1
(16)-'§' -mija
komi'ja IJ\ '§' ai: 1
(17)-ift -mura
'imura j:f:ift ai: 1
komura ~\ift ai: 1
'emura iIift ai: 1
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ha'jama ~111 ai: 1
hukuci ti:l1H ai: 0
mi'josi .=.~ ai: 0
mi'jake .=.~ ai: 0
kimoto ** ai: 1
'jumoto ~* ai: 1
'imoto #* ai: 1
nomoto !!1*J: 72 ot: 1
(18)-* -moto
'emoto iI.* ai: 1
nemoto *.&* ai: 1
(19)-~ -mori
'emori iI.~ ai: 1 komori Ij\~ ai: 1
(20)-~ -ja. Some of the words may be traditionally O.
kami'ja t$~ ai: 1 hosi'ja .m.~ ai: 1 sibu'ja ~~ ABCDEFGJKL: 1 HI: 70
kasu'ja *S~ EH: T2 I: 70 ot: 1 haci'ja ~~ I: 0 L: T2 ot: 1
si'o'ja:l.iK~ ABEGIKL: 1 CD: 0,1 FHJ: 0
(21 )-111 -'jama
ka'jama 1Jnl1l ai: 1 ko'jama Ij\11I ai: 1
(22)-other morphemes
'akasi ~E ai: 1 ki'uci *f3 ai: 1 kobori Ij\;lftB ai: 1 cuzuki ~~ ai: 1
'i'waki :E-:!Ji\G ai: 1 kurisu ~m ai: 1 zi'Nbo 1$1* ai: 1 dokoo ±J't ai: 1
'ibuki 1Jr1Ve ai: 1 gu'Nzi m=m ai: 1 siina *tt;:g ai: 1 notori ;:gJ& ai: 1
'oomi iITiI. ai: 1 kosugi Ij\~ ai: 1 sjoozi *7ii;f>1\ ai: 1 hidaka B rl§b ai: 1
'ogata WiE ai: 1 konisi Ij\gB ai: 1 sunaga ~J{7k ai: 1 higaki ~;Ij[ ai: 1
'ozasa Ij\trf ai: 1 kono'e iIT1$J ai: 1 seeke ~* ai: 1 masimo ~r ai: 1
'odaka ~rl§b ai: 1 kobasi Ij\;1I ai: 1 ta'oka ESIm ai: 1 manabe ~~ ai: 1
'obata Ij\;l:ffi ai: 1 komura Ij\;fJ ai: 1 tanuma ESffi ai: 1 mabuci,m~ ai: 1
'inaba fm~ AC: 72 ot: 1 kasuga # B F: T2 J: 1, 72 ot: 1
moori =§5f1j ai: 1 togasi 'iI~ H: 1, 72 ot: 1 'ju'asa ~~ ai: 1
3.2.2 Compounds ending with morphemes by which accents of compounds usual-
ly become accent pattern O.
(1)-iR -za'wa
'iza'wa 1JriR ai: 0 'oza'wa Ij\iR ai: 0 misa'wa .=.iR ai: 0 'juza'wa ~iR ai: 0
'uza'wa ~~iR ai: 0 noza'wa!!1iR ai: 0 'jaza'wa ~iR ai: 0
(2)-other morphemes
'akeci aJj~ ai: 0 ka'waci Mf3 ai: 0 kogure Ij\lf ai: 0
'ataka ~~ ai: 0 kikuci *iifu ai: 0 komacu Ij\fl ai: 0
'adaci ~~, ai: 0 ko'ike Ij\ifu ai: 0 kodama ~.:E: ai: 0
'acumi rm~ ai: 0 ko'iso Ij\Ui ai: 0 sa'eki {5:1s ai: 0
'asaka ~~ ai:O ko'ide Ij\ttl ai:O naiki f3Jt ai:O
cukuda 1lH H: 70 ot: 0 hana'wa:lf,i L: 7 0 ot: 0 tacumi ~B I: TO ot: 0
nacume ,IE! DJ: 70 ot: 0
3.2.3 Compounds ending with morphemes by which accents of compounds usually
become TO.
(1)-# -'i
Words whose accents are TO in all the informants are as follows.
'aka'i ~# ai: 70 kuma'i ~~# ai: 70 cubo'i:L¥# ai: TO hoso'i *HI# ai: 70
'asa'i ~# ai: 70 koma'i ~# ai: 70 tera'i ~# ai: TO masu'i:l:i# ai: TO
'ara'i J1l# ai: 7 0 sasa'i trf# ai: 70 tomi'i 'iI# ai: 70 macu'i fl# ai: TO
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mura'i ¥f# ai: 70
muro'i ~# ai: 70
momo'i m# ai: 70
'josi'i E# ai: 70
'waka'i 5Ef# ai: 70
tazima EE~ L: lot: 0
kazima Jm~ CL: lot: 0
cusima $~ ai: 1
tesima *~ H: lot: 0
misima .=::~ C: 1 FHL: 0, lot: 0
'joko'i tt# A: 1,70 ot: 70
naka'i rtttt: ai: 7 0
nisi'i iffltt: ai: 70
hana'i ::{:E# ai: 70
hira'i 5JZ# ai: 70
hiro'i r.t# ai: 70
huka'i ~# ai: 70
nozima !f~ ai: 0
'jazima f\~ ai: 0
'ito'i *# ai: 70 sira'i s# ai: 70
'usu'i 8# ai: 70 suga'i tr# ai: 70
'oku'i Jb# ai: 70 taka'i ~# ai: 70
kana'i ~# ai: 70 take'i:fit# ai: 70
kame'i.# ai: 70 tama'i.:E# ai: 70
kuma'i :n~tt: ai: 7 0 cucu'i 1m# ai: 7 0
'waku'i ~0.# ai: 7 0
Words of accent pattern 0 are also found,especially in the old informants. These
change into accent pattern 70 (rarely into 1) in the young informants. No words
of accent pattern 0 are found in the youngest informant <A>. See Nakai (1989).
'isi'i:E# DH: 70,0 IKL: 0 ot: 70 huku'i fMtt: EH: 0,70 I]KL: 0 ot: 70
'ima'i ~tt: BCDEFGHI]KL: 0 ot: 70 huzi'i Bi# I]K: 0 ot: 70
'iwa'i ~tt: FGIKL: 0 ot: 70 hori'i m# K: 0 ot: 70
'oo'i *tt: CDFG]KL: 0 ot: 70 micu'i.=::tt: A: 1,0 BFI: 70 ot: 0
kuni'i 00# K: 0 ot: 70 mori'i ~tt: GK: 0 ot: 70
sa'wa'i ~tt: G: 0, 70 ot: 70 'jasu'i :tc# L: 0 ot: 0
The following three words are traditionally pronounced with accent pattern 70,
changing into 1 in the young generation because of the influence of the standard
language.
naga'i iktt: AB: 1 G: 70, lot: 70
muka'i 1tl.J# ABK: 1 CD: 1,70 ot: 70
Only the following word is 1 or 2 which might be due to the influence of the
common noun "sakai" (:I1a, the same accent).
saka'i :1&#, ~tt: L: 2 ot: 1
(2) -other morphemes
'ono'e ~J: ai: 70 kaneko ~T ai: 70 ka'wai M-fr ai: 0
3.2.3 Compounds ending with morphemes by which accents of compounds become
72 are not found. Only the following two words are 72, which are probably
converted from place-names.
'ikoma ~fjJ A: lot: 72 'wakasa 5Ef~ ai: 72
In the young generation, native three-mora nouns of accent pattern 1 tend to
change into 72 ('atama (~), katana (n), etc) in general. In these informants,
three-mora surnames also tend to change from 1 into 72. But these changes are
not remarkable in the informants of the present paper. Maeda (1990) deals with
the dialect where these changes have occurred.
3.2.4 Compounds whose accents are influenced by sequential voicing (;@iI).
(1)-~ -jima usually O. -sima usually 1
'ezima iC~ ai: 0
kasima Jm~ H]K: 0 I: 0,72 ot: 1
tozima F' ~ ai: 0
kizima *~ ai: 0
kozima IJ\~ ai: 0
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'jazima fR.~ ai: 0
3.2.5 Other compounds. Accents are not regular, and cannot be guessed by the
second element.
nakura ;;g~ CD: T2, 1 ot: 1
'ogura IJ\~ ai: 0
sugi'e ;f.3i[ ADE: T2 ot: 0
naka'e r:pi[ D: T2, TO ot: TO
'ikeda itH 83 ai: 0
ho'Nda *83 ai: 0 ka'Nda 1$83 ai: 0
'jamada ili 83 ai: TO
(2)-i[ -'e. 0 or TO or T2
'iri'e )\i[ ABCDFG: TO L: T2 ot: 0
'oo'e *i[ ai: T2
(3)-~ -'0. T2 or TO or 0 or 1.
'aka'o tJF~ ai: 0 naka'o r:p~ AGH: 2 DE: T2, TO ot: 0
mi'ja'o '§~ K: 0 ot: TO 'ii'o ~~J: lot: 0 naga'o:Eif~ A: T2 ot: 0
mura'o *1~ A: T2 ot: TO seno'o t!*~ B: T2 ot: I hira'o SjZ~ B: T2 ot: TO
'joko'o ~~ ai: TO tera'o ~~ ai: TO macu'o *,1~ ai: T2
'wasi'o.~AGL: TO H: 0 K: 0, T2 ot: T2 nisi'o g§~ AE: TO L: lot: T2
(4) -* -ki. 0 or TO. The first element influences siki(:t\;) of the compound.
huziki ~* ai: 0 'ooki ** ATO ot: 0 'akagi tJF* ai: TO
namiki s)t*ai: 0 'icuki E.* KTO ot: 0 takagi rffl* ai: TO
'u'eki:fi* ABCDHJLK: lEI: 1,0 G: 0 sasaki {6:f.l* ai: TO
suzuki ~* GL: 0, TO HK: 0 ot: TO macuki *'1* ai: TO
masaki iE* ai: TO motoki ** ai: TO
(5)-~ -kura, gura. 1 or 0
sakura {6:~ K: 0 L: 1,0 CD: T2 ot: 1
tokura ?~ ai: 1
(6)-83 -ta, da. T2 or 1 or 0 or TO.
Sequential voicing influences accents: words of accent patterns 0 or TO are usual-
found only in -da, and very few are found in -tao
-ta 0
hoQta :lftii83 ai: 0
-da 0 or TO
'okada ~83 ai: 0 ha'Nda -*"83 ai: 0
'iida ~83 ai: 0 'okuda ~83 ai: 0
'asada ~83 ai: TO simada ~83 ai: TO
sanada J(83 ai: 0 ma'eda lW83 ai: 0
The following four words are traditionally 0, changing into TO in the young in-
formants.
hukuda f&i 83 A: TO ot: 0
ha'jata If!83 ai: T2
ka'wata JII 83 ai: T2
'ikuta ~83 ai: T2
'jokota ~83 ai: T2
cucida ±83 ai: T2kamada .83 ai: T2
'oota .:*.83 ai: T2
'acuta AA 83 ai: T 2
murota ~83 ai: T2
hirota It: 83 ai: T 2
'isida ~83 A: TO ot: 0 'umeda tfi83 A: TO ot: 0
'josida 1583 ABCF: TO ot: 0
-ta T2
'akita tIc83 ai: T2
huruta ti83 ai: T2
haruta #83 ai: T2
nagata 7k 83 ai: T 2
-da T2
'icida rP 83 ai: T 2
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sonoda 11/ fE ai: 72
kakuda %3 fE ai: 72
kacuda .1m fE ai: 72
hosoda *lB fE ai: 72 'usuda E3 fE ai: 72
tokuda 1,~fE ai: 72 'joneda *fE ai: 72
takada rl§bfE ai: 72 to'joda :lifE ai: 72
tanida :& fE ai: 72 nisida g§ fE ai: 72
-ta 72 or 1 or 0 ot 70 depending on the informants.
'a'ota 1ffE BD1: 70 K: 0 L: 0,72 E: 0,70 F: 2,70 ABCGHI: 72
kurita ~fE A: 1 CD: 1,0 K: 0 BEFG1: 72 HIL: 1,72
'i'wata:!5fE A: 70 BCEG1L: 72 D: 1,72 I: 1 K: 0
si'ota iiifE A: 1 BEFHI1: 72 DGK: 0 C: 0, 1
'urata MilE CDF: 1,72 K: 0 ot: 72 sibata ~fE A: 1 B: 1, 70 D: 0, lot: 0
'okita lIPfE ABGK: 1 EFI1L: 72 BCH: 0 D: 1,72
sugita ~fE BCD: 0 AEFGHIL: 721: 0 kazita WfE BCDGK: 1 AEFHI1L: 72
cugita ~fE BK: 0 ot: 72 kadota f~fE AK: 1 D: 1,72 ot: 72
tobita ~fE H1L: 72 AD: lot: 0 kikuta *JfE CD: 72, lot: 72
tomita ~fE L: lot: 0
sakata :t&fE ABCEGHL: 72 DF: 1,72 11K: 1
niQta ~fE ABGll: 70 ot: 0 takita ~fE CDK: lot: 72
numata rBfE A: 70 F: 1 Hl: 72 ot: 0 curuta ftfE A: lot: 72
haQta l\fE AF: 70 ot: 0 tokita ~fE CDG: 1,72 ot: 72
hirata -¥fE E: 0, 72 I: 0 ot: 72 nakata !:PfE A: 72,70 ot: 72
huzita lifE G: 0,1 ot: 0 narita }$(;fE 1: 72 ot: 1
mi'jata 'gfE A: 70 BK: 0 D: 72, 1 H: 0,72 ot: 72
makita t&fE K: lot: 72 mizuta 7kfE HK: lot: 72
murata ¥tfE Al: 70 ot: 0
kubota ?\1*fE A: 1 BDH: 0, 1 L: 72 ot: 0 morita ~fE A: 70 ot: 0
kurata 1StfE A: 70 BEH1L72 CFGIK: 0 D: 0,72
'wakita JIbb fE GHK: 1 ot: 72
-da 72 or 1 or 0 or 70 depending on the informant.
kaneda ~fE K: 1 BCD: 1, 72 ot: 2
kameda &fE K: lot: 72 sa'wada RfE ABCDEH: 70 G: 72 ot: 0
kuroda ~fE CL: lot: 72 simoda rfE BCDEGHL: 72 AFIK: 01: 70
sinoda fifE K: lot: 72 sjooda iEfE ABCDFIK: 0 EGH1L: 70
cunoda %3 fE K: lot: 72 sunada :&PfE BCD1K: 0 ot: 72
hanada :rEfE K: lot: 72 sumida {±fE lK: 0 ot: 72
hamada ~fE lK: 72, lot: 72 se'Nda ::PfE ElK: 70 ot: 0
'arita:fffE IK: 1 DG: 1, 72 ot: 72 takeda iEtfE A: 70 H: 1 K: 0, lot: 0
'asida pfE CDI: 72,70 ot: 72 cukada ~fEAFGL:72 BCDEK: 0 HI1: 70
'isoda ~fE KL: 0 A: 0, 72 ot: 72 terada ~fE AC: 70 ot: 0
'inada f[§fE A: 70 E: 1,72 ot: 72 to'ida F'#fE H: 72 ot: 0
'imada 4-fE ABElL: 72 DFGK: 0 haneda ~fE G: 70 ot: 72
'u'edaJ::fE GK: 0 H1L: 0,70 ot: 70
harada ®:fE A: 1, 72 ot: 70 (70 is traditional)
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huzima EiFa' ai: 0
ho'Nma *Fa' ai: 0
nonaka !frp ABDEGIJ: 1 CKL: T2 FH: 1, T2
'oocu *$ ai: 1
'okucu ~$ AFGHI: 0 CDJKL: 1 BE: TO
takacu ~$ FG: 0 L: T2 ot: 1
satoo 16:Ei ai: 1
gotoo :WEi ai: 0
kudoo Iii ai: 1
katoo :tmii ai: 1
tocuka ?~ GHI: lot: 0
saama ;f§,~ J: TO at: 0
takebe :lEt$ EL: TO IK: 0 ot: 1
hasebe ~~$ ABCFGHL: 1 D: 0, 1 EIJK: 0
'jatabe ~/±I$ E: 1, T2 ot: 1
'watabe?1t$ KL: 0 I: TO E: T2 ot: 1
'ucida P9/±1 J: TO ot: T2 hisada ~/±I HI: TOJKL:O ot: T2
'osada ~/±I GJ: T2 A: TO ot: 0 hisida ~/±I ACDJK: 0 ot: T2
'onoda IJ\!f/±l DL: 0, T2 ot: T2 hukada ~/±I ABEFG: T2 CDHIJ: TO KL: 0
kisida J¥/±I ABFHL: T2 C: T2, 0 ot: 0
hunada M{}/±I AFEGIJL: T2 HTO ot: 0
kitada ~t/±l ABEGL: 2 CF: 0 D: T2, 0 HIJK: TO
masuda ~/±I DE: T2, 0 ot: T2 macida atr/±l A: TO ot: T2
kusida m/±l CD: 0 ot: T2 macuda fl/±l A: TO ot: T2
kumada N~/±I A]: TO ot: T2 mocida ffl/±l AB: TO ot: T2
kooda $/±I ET: 2, 0 G: T2 H: TO ot: 0
'jasuda ~/±IA: TO B: T2, 0 ot: T2 gooda ~/±I ABCDFIK: 0 EGHJ: 0
(7)-$ -zu, -cu. 1 or 0 or TO
'imazu 4-$ ai: 1
'umezu ;fBj$ J: 1,0 ot: 0
simazu ~$ ai: TO
(8)-~ -zuka,cuka. 1 or 0
tezuka ~~ CGHIK: 1 ot: 0
(9)-Ei -too, doo. 1 or 0 or TO
'itoo ffrJF[ ai: 0 'etoo itEi ai: 1
mutoo :lEtEi ai: 1 'itoo ffrEi ai: 0
sudoo ~Ei ai: 1
(10)-rp -naka. 2 or 1
tanaka /±I rp ai: T 2
(11 )-t,& -ne. 0 or 0 or 2
sekine ~t,& DI: T2 J: TO, 2 A: 0, TO BEK: 0 H: 0, T2 CFG: TO
'jamane I1Jt,& HK: 0 ot: 0
(12)-J~ -rna. 1 or 0 or TO
'arima ~,~ ai: 1
(13)-$ -hu, be, bu. 1 or TO or 0
kaihu m$ J: 1, TO ETO ot: 0
na'Nbu i¥i$ L: lot: TO
'isobe 111$ I: 1,0 LO ot: 1
'okabe [ffi:J$ I: 0 ot: 1
(14)-ill -be. 1 or TO or 0
sa'wabe ?Rill ABFGIJ: 1 CKL: 0 D: 0, TO EH: 0
tanabe /±Iill AB: 1 D: TO, lot: TO
(15)-FJ:fl -rna. 0 or TO or T2 or 1
kazama J!\FJ:fl ai: 0
sakuma 16:0.FciJ ABL: 1 ot: T 2
kasama ~FciJ BCDIL: 2 AEGHK: 0 FJ: TO
(16)-J! -mi. 0 or 1 or TO
kazami JOO.J! ai: 0 si'omi fiiJ! A: lot: 0 'asami ~J! DI: TO G: 0, TO ot: 0
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satomi !l[J! ai: 0 curumi _J! G: 0 ot: 1 hukami ~J! A: 1 L: 0 ot: TO
hasumi 31J! ai: 0 ha'jami 1f.J! ai: 1 he'Nmi ~J! C: TO J: lot: 0
takami ~J! ai: 0 hitomi AJ! AFHJ: TO ot: 0
(17)-l¥. -'ja. 1 or T2 or TO
'oo'ja *2 ABDK: 1 E: 1, T2 K: 0 ot: T2
huru'ja "i!:ll¥. ABCDEGHL: 1 F: T2 IJK: TO
cuci'ja ±l¥. AEK: T2 BCDFHIJ: TO G: TO, T2 L: 1
(18)-other morphemes
'ukai ~,~~ ACDEFGK: 1 HL: 1,0 BIJ: 0 sagami;f§~ ABCDEFJL: 1 GIK: 0
'usami *M:~ABFGHIK: 1 EJL: 0 CD: 1,0 sagara;f§~G: 0 ot: 1
'ucumi j7g~ JL: 0 ot: 1 satake M:'rT A: 1 BE: 1, TO F: T2 ot: TO
'ebina ~~::g ABEGK: 1 JL: 0 CHI: TO DF: 1,0
sisido ~,P ABCEGJ: 0 DL: T2 F: 0,1 HIK: 1
simizu ~7J< A: 1 BDGHJ: 1 CF: TO EIKL: 1, TO
kasai ~gg IJL: TO ot: 1 sirasu s@{ I: TO ot: 1
kanoo 1J1J~ AL: TO C: TO, 0 ot: 0 tabata rn~ BF: T2, lot: 1
ka'wabe )llill AL: 0 C: 0, lot: TO tamaru rnJL GK: TO H: 1, TO E: 1,0 ot: 1
ka'Nbe :r$,P AGJL: 1 F: TO, lot: TO tori'i ~m BCDK: 0 ot: TO
kitoo ilM L: TO ot: 1 narumi p,~m ai: 0
kusaka S r CL: lot: 0 negisi f.NJ¥ H: 2, lot: 1
kokubu 00% GI: TO K: lot: 0 hozumi ~::filf ABCDFK: 1 EGHIL: 0 J: 1,0
kotera /J\"~ AL: lot: 0 mi'ura =.rm ABGO ELI, 0 ot: 1
kosiba /J\~ HI: 0 JL: 1, 0 ot: 1 'jamana ili::g Al FGHKO ot: TO
4. FOUR-MoRA SURNAMES
4.1 Surnames converted from common nouns.
There are few words. Accents do not change:
tacibana ~ ai: T 2 minamoto ~ ai: 0
4.2 Compounds
Basic accent patterns are 0 and 1. But in the young informants, 0 and T2 are
the basic accent patterns.
4.2.1 Compounds ending with morphemes by which accents of compounds usually
become 0 or TO. TO is found mainly in young informants, depending on the word.
(1)-;fi -'i'wa.
kuro'i'wa m;fi ai: 0 'oo'i'wa *;fi ai: 0 hira'i'wa .3:jZ;fi ABCDFI: 0 ot: TO
(2)-ffGj 'oka
'asa'oka ~.fi: ai: 0 tani'oka :a.ffGj ai: 0 tera'oka ~ffGj ai: 0
taka'oka ~ffGj ai: 0 hana'oka fEffGj ai: 0 mori'oka ~ffGj ai: 0
maru'oka JLffGj ai: 0 hiro'oka rtffGj ai: 0 'ii'oka ~ffGj ai: 0
kita'oka ~tffGj ai: 0 hira'oka .3:jZffGj ai: 0 mura'oka if1ffGj ai: 0
moro'oka ~~ F: lot; 0 nisi'oka g:§~ H: O~ lot; 0
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nakazato !=f=lJE AG: 72 B: 2 CEFHIJL: 0 K: 1
kata'oka hf1ITJ A: 2, 0 ot: 0
'jasu'oka ~f1ITJ G: 72 HJL: lot: 0
macu'oka flf1ITJ A: 72 BH: 1 F: 70 ot: 0
'oo'oka ::kf1ITJ ABFHIL: 1 CDEG: 0 JK: 1,0
huzi'oka Bif1ITJ HL: lot: 0
kaburagi ~* AJ: 70 ot: 0
'isigami E J: L: 1 ot: 0
'ikegami tfuJ: CFH: 72 ot: 0
'ookuma ::k~ ai: 0
kacuragi ~ijG ai: 0
ka'wakubo JII?\.1* ai: 0
'jamagami rlJJ: ai: 0
ka'wa'oka JIIf1ITJ L: lot: 0
kami'oka J:f1ITJ L: lot: 0
sasa'oka :ffi:f1ITJ L: lot: 0
curu'oka nf1ITJ A: 2 IK: 0, lot: 0
tomi'oka 'j%f1ITJ KL: 1,0 ot: 0
Exceptions:
'josi'oka E"f1ITJ A: 72 H: 1,72 I: 2,1 ot: 1
(3)-J: -kami
ka'wakami JIIJ: ai: 0
sakagami t3tJ: ai: 0
(4)-ki -
kasi'wagi ;fB* ai: 0
(5)-?\.1* -kubo
'ookubo ::k?\.1* ai: 0
(6)- ~~-kuma
'inokuma m~~ ai: 0
(7)-ifI -kura
'isijkura EifI ai: 0 kamakura .ifI L: 3 ot: 0 'asakura:$A1I ai: 0
katakura hifI ai: 0 nagakura ~ifI J: 72 ot: 0 'jonekura *ifI EIJ: 0 ot: 72
numakura N1ifI ai: 0 takakura ~ifI HL: 3 ot: 0 huzikura BiifI ABCDF: 72 ot: 0
'ookura ::kifI GHL: 1 J: 1,0 ot: 0
(8)-~ -go'e
torigo'e ,~~ ai: 0 ka'wago'e JII~ ai: 0
(9)-JE -zato
kitazato ~tJE ABD: 72 ot: 0
(10)-~ -za'wa (not -sa'wa)
'ikeza'wa tfu~ ai: 0 karaza'wa r.!~ ai: 0 takaza'wa ~~ ai: 0
hukuza'wa *i~ ai: 0 'isiza'wa E~ ai: 0 kumaza'wa ~~~ ai: 0
taniza'wa 1}~ ai: 0 huziza'wa Bi~ ai: 0 'inaza'wa fm~ ai: 0
kuraza'wa ifI~ ai: 0 takiza'wa 1t~ ai: 0 huruza'wa J:j~ ai: 0
'i'waza'wa :6-~ ai: 0 kuroza'wa m~ ai: 0 teraza'wa ~~ ai: 0
masuza'wa ~~ ai: 0 'umeza'wa ;fBj~ ai: 0 komaza'wa ~~ ai: 0
nakaza'wa fl~ ai: 0 macuza'wa fl~ ai: 0 'ebiza'wa #ij~~ ai: 0
si'oza'wa ij!~ ai: 0 nagasa'wa -R~ ai: 0 mi'jaza'wa '§~ ai: 0
'ooza'wa ::k~ ai: 0 sinoza'wa r~~ ai: 0 naruza'wa nX;~ ai: 0
moriza'wa ~~ ai: 0 'okaza'wa f1ITJ~ ai: 0 sibuza'wa ~~ ai: 0
numaza'wa rB~ ai: 0 'jamaza'wa rlJ~ ai: 0 'okuza'wa ~~ ai: 0
sugiza'wa ~~ ai: 0 hiraza'wa .Sfl~ ai: 0 'josiza'wa E"~ ai: 0
kakiza'wa ;f:if:j~ ai: 0 seriza'wa JT~ ai: 0 hiroza'wa r.t~ ai: 0
'joneza'wa *~ ai: 0 'aiza'wa ;f§~ J: 70 ot: 0
kitaza'wa ~t~ ElL: 70 ot: 0 hukaza'wa ~~ EH: 70 ot: 0
'akaza'wa ~~ AE: 70 ot: 0 'jokoza'wa *1ti~ H: 700t: 0
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ha'jasida ftffi ai: 0
hakamada ~ffi J: T3 ot: 0
'imanisi ~f§ ai: 0
hisinuma ~rB ai: 0
hasunuma ~rB ai: 0
'iinuma i&rB ai: 0
hiranuma .:¥rB BCD: 0, TO ot: 0
maru'jama 1Lili ai: 0
'jone'jama *ili ai: 0
'jamanisi ilif§ ai: 0
ka'wanisi )Il f§ ai: 0
'usi'oda ~ffi L: TO ot: 0
sakurada :tt( ffi J: TOot: 0
kanaza'wa 1RiR. AL: T 2 ot: 0 (2: influenced by the standard language)
(ll)-~ -sima,zima. Sequential voicing does not influence the accent.
ka'wasima )Il~ ai: 0 cunasima mJ~ ai: 0 huzisima Hi~ ai: 0
kirisima ;ffPj~ ai: 0 narusima ffl(;~ ai: 0 morisima ~~ ai: 0
kimisima 1t~ ai: 0 hirasima .:¥~ ai: 0 'a'osima F!f~ H: TO ot: 0
kurasima ~~l1II ai: 0 ha'jasima if!.~ ai: 0 takesima 1t~ J: lot: 0
harasima JJ¥-:~ E: TO BCI:O, TO ADFGHJKL: 0 to'josima:ft~ H: lot: 0
'usizima l:f:::.~ ai: 0 hamazima *~ ai: 0 'iizima i&~ ai: 0
terasima -=!j:~ ai: 0 niizima ~~ ai: 0 so'ezima ilj~ ai: 0
masuzima :Ii~ ai: 0 nagasima ~~ ai: 0 simozima """f~ ai: 0
'okazima fUJj~ ai: 0 nakazima lfl~ ai: 0 samezima ~~ ai: 0
'isizima "E~ ai: 0 mizusima 7J<~ ai: 0
ku'wazima ~~ AB: 0, TO ot: 0 ma'ezima §iJ~ GK: 0 D: 0, TO ot: TO
'u'ezima J::~ BF:TOCD:O, TOot:O kitazima ::ft~ BEFG:TOJ:O,TOot:O
Exceptions:
takasima ~~ A: T2 L: 0 ot: 1 hukusima *i~ A: T2J: T2, 1 ot:1 (changing 1--2)
'oosima -X~ A: 0 ot: T2 macusima tl~ ai: T2
nabesima .~ ai: T2 (traditionally T2)
(12)-~ -zo'e
ka'wazo'e )Il~ ai: 0 'jamazo'e U-l~ ai: 0
(13)-83 -da
'janagida WP ffi ai: 0
takarada ~ EB ai: 0
(14)-lfl -naka
hamanaka ~lfl ai: 0 muranaka;ftlfl H: T2 ot: 0
'jamanaka ili lfl ai: 0 takenaka 1tlfl A: T 2 ot: 0
(15)-f§ -nisi
nakanisi lfl f§ ai: 0
'oonisi -xf§ ai: 0
(16)-m -numa
kakinuma trPrB ai: 0 suganuma ffrB ai: 0
'oonuma -xrB ai: 0 mizunuma 7J<rB ai: 0
naganuma ~rB ai: 0 sasanuma ttHB ai: 0
'asanuma ~rB AB: TO ot: 0
(17)-ili -'jama
'ii'jama i&ili ai: 0 kazi'jama ;/fflili ai: 0
'isi'jama ::E ili ai: 0 tani'jama :&ili ai: 0
'oki'jama iJPili ai: 0 tori'jama ,~ili ai: 0
'uci'jama F"Jili ai: 0 kame'jama -.ili ai: 0 nii'jama ~ili ai: 0
'oo'jama -xili ai: 0 sugi'jama ~ili ai: 0 huzi'jama Hiili ai: 0
'iri'jama Aili A: TO ot: 0 simo'jama """fili D: 0, OT ot: 0
'usi'jama l:f:::.ili A: 0T ot: 0 seki'jama ~ili A: TO ot: 0
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tera'jama ~ili A: TO ot: 0
huna'jama 1.I{}ili AD: TO BC: 0, TO ot: 0
hara'jama J]'{ ili AEIJ: TO BCD: 0, TOot: 0
ma'e'jama iWili ABCDEFHIJL: TO GK: 0
hira'jama S/Zili ABEFHI: TO CD: 0, TO
GJKL:O
'ootomo :k#, :k1ft:. ai: 0 sa'otome If.z:,k ai: 0
'oonuki :k_ ai: 0 su'ehiro *r.t: ai: 0
'ooma'e :kiW ai: 0 to'jotomi liE:! ai: 0
'oo'wada *fIJB3 ai: 0 haQtori BIl$ ai: 0
'ogurusu IJ\~m ai: 0 hana'jagi ::tEfliP ai: 0
ka'wakita iiIT~t ai: 0 huzi'eda iHt ai: 0
kusakabe S r$ ai: 0 minakami 71<1: ai: 0
kusanagi 1j[9i ai: 0 'jamagi'wa ili~ ai: 0
koba'jasi IJ\1* ai: 0 'watanabe ~1ll ai: 0
ko'izumi Il\~. A: T2 B: 2, T2 ot: 0 'igarasi E.+Mt AB: T2 ot: 0 (T2 and 2 are
'asikaga JE.fl] A: 0 ot: TO the accents influenced by the standard
'isiguro ~~ F: 0 ot: TO language)
sa'egusa :::::tt AB: TO ot: 0 'isimaru ~1L L: 0 ot: TO
nakasone J:fJ~fR A: TO I: 0, TO ot: 0 'oo'ide :kill F: TO ot: 0
hasizume ;{1m ABCEGHTO ot: 0 kjoogoku J?:ti B: 0, TO ot: 0
hukutome *ifi ABEHIT: 0 CDFJKL: 0 ka'wabata JII~ ai: TO
hoozjoo ~t~ ai: TO ka'waziri JIlm E: lot: 0
minegisi ~J¥ A: T2 B: 2 C: 2, T2 L: lot: 0 'jamagisi iliJ¥ A: 0, 2D: T2 ot: 0
'u'ekusa ;flfi1it ABH: 72 ot: 0 'jamagata D.J~ A: 72 D: 7210 GL: 1
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ha'jasaka Jf.t& A: .:;-2 CD: 1, .:;-2 ot: 1
hamaguci *0 A: 72 ot: 1
haraguci IJRO ABEGIK: 72 CD: 1, .:;-2 ot: 1
horiguci fftiio A: 72 CD: 1, 72 ot: 1
sa'waguci ¥R 0 AG: 72 ot: 1
takiguci ~O A: 72 G: 2, 72 K: 2, lot: 1
moriguci ~O A: 72 ot: 1
'jamaguci iliO A: 72 D: 1, 72 ot: 1
hukutomi *i'.% ABEHI: 70 CDFJK: 0 L: 1 B: 2 CEFHIJK: 0
'watanuki *-m. F: 1 CGK: 72 AB: 2 ot: 0
4.2.2 Compounds ending with morphemes by which accents of compounds usually
become 1. Almost all words ·have changed into 2 in the young informants, es-
pecially in the informant <A), except OmOO, where '0' means a mora, and 'm'
means a mora phoneme. Causes of this change are the influence of the standard
language and the tendency of the kernel to move to the central part of words in the
Central·type dialects.
Although Amanuma (1940), Yoshihara (1983), and Maeda (1990) say that almost
all these words are pronounced with accent pattern 72, the results of the present
paper show that 72 is found usually in the young generation.
The number of 72 words in the following data for each informant is as follows:
Informants: ABC D E F G H I J K L
Number of 72 words: 86 22 24 26 16 13 14 6 5 13 5 9
(1 )-P3 -'uci
tera'uci ~P3 AL: 72 ot: 1 take'uci 1JP3 ABCGJ: 72 IK: 1, 2DL:
cubo'uci :PfP3 FGHJK: 1 ABCDEL: 72 I: 1,2 1,72 EFH: 1
'jama'uci iliP3 K: 1 HJ: 1, 72 ot: 72 kaki'uci mP3 ADJ: 72 G: 1, 72 B: 2
kura'uci itP3 ABCD: 72 I: 2 ot: 1 C: 1,2 ot: 1
'ike'uci ifuP3 AFHIL: 72 CDJ: 1,72 ot: 1 hori'uci fftiiP3 AF: 72 CD: 1,2 ot: 1
mi'ja'uci E'P3 ABFG: 72 CD: 2, 72J: 0 ot: 1
Exceptions:
'oo'uci :kP3 AB: 1 J:I, 0 ot: 0
(2)-:ij[ -gaki
'itagaki ;tlR:ij[ ABCDF: 72 EGIL: 1 K: 1,2 HJ: 2
'umegaki t!ft:ij[ AF: 2 CD: 1, 72 ot: 1 'inagaki flE1:ij[ ACF: 72 BD: 72, lot: 1
takagaki ~:ij[ ABCDEFGJK: 72 HIL: 1
(3)-jj -kata
'ubukata ~jj AB: 72 L: 2 ot: 1 hizikata ±jj A: 72 BC: 2 K: 0 ot: 1
(4)-0 -guci,kuci
'origuci 1JT0 ABCDH: 72 ot: 1
'orikuci 1JT0 ABCDH: 72 ot: 1
sakaguci ta~ A: 72 BCD: 1,
72 K: 1, 2 ot: 1
mizoguci iJO ABCDJ: 72
E: 72, lot: 1
taniguci ~O A: 72 ot: 1
Exceptions:
minakuci 71<0 A: 72 ot: 0
(5)-t& -saka
koosaka ~t& ai: 1
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huruhata itm A: -;=-2 F: 2 ot: 1
'isizaka :E~ ABCDEFK: OJ: 0,1 GHIL: 1
'icihasi rP;{I A: -;=-2 ot: 1
micuhasi =:;{I A: -;=-2 ot: 1
'oohasi *tI A: 0 ot: 1
cucihasi ±;{I A: -;=-2 ot: 1
morohasi ~;{IA: -;=-2 ot: 1
motohasi *;{I A: -;=-2 ot: 1
kakizaki ;fijj~ AD: -;=-2 C: 2 ot: 1
sinozaki ~~ A: -;=-2 C: 2 ot: 1
sibazaki z~ AC: -;=-2 ot: 1
terasaki ~~ A: -;=-2 ot: 1
nisizaki g§~ A: -;=-2 FJ: 1, -;=-2 C: 2 ot: 1
macuzaki rl~ AB: -;=-2 C: 1, -;=-2 ot: 1
mi'jazaki '§~ A: -;=-2 ot: 1
'isozaki ~~ A: -;=-2 CK: 2 D: 1,2 ot: 1
'josizaki E~ A: -;=-2 ot: 1
'arisaka fI~ A: -;=-2 F: 0 ot: I
'wakisaka JlS~ A: -;=-2 F: 0 ot: I
(6)-~ -saki, zaki
'oosaki *~ ai: I
ka'Nzaki :f$~ ai: I
morisaki ~~ A: -;=-2 ot: I
'i'wasaki ~~ A: -;=-2 D: 0 ot: I
huzisaki Hi~ A: -;=-2 C: I, 2 ot: I
sugisaki ~~ A: -;=-2 C: 2 ot: I
'isizaki :E~ A: -;=-2 C: 1,2 K: 0
ot: I
'jamazaki U-i~ A: -;=-2 ot: I
Exception:
ka'wasaki JII~ ai: 0
(7)-r -sita
morisita ~r AFGJ: -;=-2 ot: I mi'jasita '§r AEFGHJ: -;=-2 BCD: I, -;=-2 IKL: I
kinosita *r A: -;=-2 B: -;=-2, lot: I takesita frr DI: I, -;=-2 K1 ot: -;=-2
'i'wasita ~r ABEFG: -;=-2 J: I, -;=-2 ot: I
'jamasita U-ir AFJL: -;=-2 BCD: I, -;=-2 ot: I
sakasita ~r AG: -;=-2 CD: I, -;=-2 EFI: I H]KL: 0
Exceptions (traditionally -;=-2)
'oosita *r ABKL: I CDIJ: I, -;=-2 ot: -;=-2 macusita rlr ai: -;=-2
(8)-~ -tani. About the accent of the word "*~", cf. Maeda (1990).
si'Ntani ~~ ai: I nakatani r:p~ AEGL: -;=-2 ot: I
'iketani 1fu~ A: -;=-2 ot: I 'ootani *~ A: 0, lot: I (0 is the accent influenced
sugitani ~~ A: 2-;=- C: 0 ot: 1 by the standard language)
mizutani 7.k~ A: -;=-2 ot: 1 nisitani g§~ HI: -;=-0,1 A: -;=-2 ot: 1
(9)-;{I -hasi
kurahasi *;{I A: -;=-2 ot: 1
nakahasi r:p;{l AEL: -;=-2 ot: 1
'i'wahasi ~;{I A: -;=-2 ot: 1
huruhasi it;{l A: -;=-2 ot: 1
'isibasi :E;{I AB: 0 ot: 1
tanahasi mJj;{l A: -;=-2 ot: 1
hunahasi M;{I A: -;=-2 ot: 1
Exceptions:
takahasi ~;{I ai: -;=-2
(10)-m -hata
'oohata *m EK: 0 ot: 1
(11)-~ -mori
'jamaomori U-i~ I: 1 AL: 0 ot: -;=-2 'isimori:E~ AB: -;=-2 CDH: 1, -;=-2 K: 0 ot: 1
huzimori ~~ A: -;=-2 J: 1,0 K: 0 ot: 1
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saigoo m3~ A: 1 ot: 72
seto'uci _F' ~ ai: 72
nagamacu 7ktl J: 1 K: 0 ot: 72
muramacu *':ttl K: 0 L: 2, 72 ot: 72
sigemacu ]!fl EKL: 1 J: 1, 72 ot: 72
hiramacu -¥tl L: 0 K: 1, 72 H: 1, 2 ot: 72
'u'emacu ;I'ltl AEFGHIJL: 72 CD: 1,72 K: 2 B: 1
sugimori ~~ AHL: 72 BCJK: 0 DEI: IF: 0,1
kanamori ~~ ABGL: 72 C: 2 K :2, 0 ot: 1
Exceptions:
takamori r.1b~ ABCDEFGK: 72 ot: 1 (traditionally 72?) 'oomori;;k~]:1 ot: 0
(12)-other morphemes
'inuga'i :7\:~ AB: 72 ]: 0 ot: 1 ho'Ndoo *1lt ai: 1 murakami ifi1: AB: 0 ot: 1
kumaga'i ~~~ A: 72 ot: 1 ma'izuru ~n ai: 1 mocizuki ~Jj A: 72 ot: 1
si'ozuki :filJj A: 72 C: 2]: 0, lot: 1
4.2.3 Compounds ending with morphemes which usually make accents of com-
pounds 72. Note that there are not so many examples, and moreover some of
the following examples seem to be traditionally 1 and have changed into 72.
(1)-::ci -'isi
hira'isi SjZ.~ ai: 72 taka'isi ~~ ]: 0 ot: 72
take'isi lEt::ci L: lot: 72 mura'isi *':t::ci ABCDEGHL: 72 FI: 0,72 JK: 0
Exceptions:
'oo'isi ;;k::ci ABDFIL: 1 CEH]: 0, 1 GK: 0
(2)-im -'ura
sugi'ura ~im ai: 72 macu'ura flim ai: 72
nisi'ura m3im ai: 72 'jama'ura 0...Jim H: 0 ot: 72
'oo'ura ;;kim ABDH: 11K: 72 CEFGJL: 0
(3)-~ -goo
toogoo *~ A: 1 D: 1, 72 ot: 72
Exceptions:
ho'Ngoo *~ ai: 1
(4)-~ -sugi
'u'esugi 1:~ ABCDEF: 72 L: 2 ot: 1 takasugi ;fr~ ABEFGHJK: 72CD: 1,
'wakasugi ~~ ai: 2 72 IL: 1
(5)-71< -naga. Many of the words may be traditionally 1.
tokunaga ~71< ai: 2 tominaga j;7k AFGI: 72 CDH: 72, lot: 1
tomonaga :iWj7k JK: 0 L: 1 ot: 72
hukunaga *i7k ABCFGHIK: 72 EJL: 1 D: 1,72
'josinaga "871< E]: 1 2 ot: 2 macunaga fl7k BJ: 1 CD: 1, 72 ot: 72
'jasunaga ~7k J: 1 B: 1, 72 K: 0 ot: 72
mi'janaga E'7k HL: 1 K: 0 CD: 2,72 B: 2 AEFGIJ: 72
(6)-fl -macu
'akamacu $fl ai: 72
kasamacu ~tl ai: 72
takamacu ~fl ai: 72
cikamacu JlIfl ai: 72
'wakamacu ;frtl ai: 72
(7)-other morphemes
'uzi'i'e ~* G: 0 E: 0,72 JL: 1 ot: 72
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katagiri J:l1fiiJ B: 1 I: 0 JK: 0, 72 ot: 72
karasuma ~:tL ai: 72
kusunoki fm* ai: 72
takahama jWlj~ ai: 72
huru'ici i!lrlf ai: 72
'jamasina wf3f. ai: 72
'joko'uci ;fit 101 ai: 72
4.2.4 Compounds ending with mrophemes by which accents of compounds usually
become 3 or 73. There are only a few words found.
'icinose ~/~ ABCDEGK: 73 FHIL:3 sakura'i ifi(# ai: 73
'iQsiki ~1S ai: 3 cubura'ja P3~ J: 70 L: 0 ot: 73
4.2.5 Compounds whose accents are influenced by sequential voicing.
(1)-~ cuka 0, -zuka 0, 1 and 72
-cuka
hiracuka SJZ~ ai: 0
'oocuka *~ ai: 0
'akacuka t$~ A: 2 ot: 0
-zuka
nakacuka r=p~ A: 72 ot: 0
takacuka rf!U~ A: 72 H: lot: 0
nagacuka *~ A: 72 CD: 70, 0 ot: 0
muraka'wa ;ffJII A: 72 D: 1,0 JL: lot; 0
macuka'wa flJII A: 72 ot: 1
kuroka'wa ~JI\ A: 72 ot: 1
ki'joka'wa mJII A: 72 ot: 1
'jasuka'wa *JII A: 72 ot: 1
kosika'wa ~JII A: 72 K: 0 ot: 1
tomika'wa ~JII A: 72 JK: 0 ot: 1
simoka'wa -rJII A: 72 CJ: 0 ot: 1
'o'ika'wa &JI\ ai: 1 ~$x
to'joka'wa ~JII A: 72 EK: 0 J: 0, lot: 1
kadoka'wa fljJII A: 72 C: 70 D: 1, 70 G: 0 ot: 1
nisizuka g§~ A: 72 B: 2 I: lot: 0 'onozuka IJ\!f~ AEFGHJ: 72 L: 0 ot: 2
'iizuka i&~ IK: 1 G: 1, 0 ot: 0 kimizuka 1t~ AG: 72 BCDHIK: 2 EJ: 1 L: 0
'isizuka:E~ 1:2 Kl ot:O 'inuzuka *~ ABFG: 72 CDG:2 HIK: 1,2J: 1,72
kaizuka Jt~ ABGHIJK: 1 C: 2 FL:O E: 2, 1
tomizuka ~~ AG: 72 HK: 1 BI: 2 ot: 0
(2)-JlI Many of -gawa words are 0, and many of -kawa words are 1 (changing
into 72 in the young generation)
-kawa
kiQka'wa8'JlI ai: 1
si'Nka'wa ~JI\ ai: 1
'ooka'wa *JlI ai: 1
'aika'wa ff1JI\ A: 72 ot: 1
'arika'wa :fiJII A: 72 ot: 1
'icika'wa rlfJII A: 72 ot: 1
'ucika'wa I01JII A: 72 ot: 1
si'oka'wa ijIJII A: 72 ot: 1
'joneka'wa *JII A: 72 ot: 1
hosika'wa ~JII A: 72 ot: 1
hiroka'wa J.tJll A: 72 ot: 1
morika'wa ~JII A: 72 ot: 1 huzika'wa JIjJII A: 72 ot: 1
huruka'wa i!lJII A: 72 ot: 1 hosoka'wa ~JII A: 72 ot: 1
'josika'wa 8'JII A: 72 ot: 1
-gawa
nakaga'wa r=pJII A: 72 D: 1, 72 L: 3 ot: 1
traditionally 0
-kawa
'araka'wa JreJII A: 72 L; lot; 0
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'jamaka'wa I1IJII L: lot: 0
tamaga'wa ~JII A: 72 ot: 0
tokuga'wa tmJII A: 2, 72 ot: 0
tonega'wa fIJfHJII ai: 0
hasega'wa ~~JII ai: 0
ma'ega'wa iWJII ai: 70
mi'jaga'wa 'gJII A: 70 C: 0,70 ot: 0
minaga·'wa ~JII ai: 0
'janaga'wa WPJII ai: 0
'jodoga'wa m:JII ai: 0
'isika'wa :EJII ai: 0
-gawa
'akaga'wa ~JII G: 72 FH: 0 ot: 70
'inaga'wa fmJII ai: 0
'imaga'wa 4'JI/ ai: 0
'udaga'wa *E8J11 ai: 0
kitaga'wa ~tJII ai: 70
kotega'wa ~::PJI/ BCD: 0, 0 ot: 0
sinaga'wa ~JII ai: 0
sunaga'wa 1tJ>JII ai: 0
sekiga'wa OOJII ai: 0
taniga'wa ~JII ai: 0
(3)-iJi -too 0, -doo 1.
-too
saitoo ~:§ ai: 0 naitoo pgHi ai: 0 ko'Ndoo JliiJi ai: 0
-doo
'a'Ndoo ~iJi ai: 1 'e'Ndoo ~iIi ai: 1 hjoodoo ~iJiJ: 0 ot: 1
si'Ndoo jliJi ai: 1
(4)-J]{ -haral -bara 1. -wara 1 or O.
traditionally 1
-hara
'oohara :;kJ]{ ai: 1 'jasuhara ~J]{ A: 72 Gl, 72 ot: 1
kanehara ~J]{ A: 72 ot: 1 'u'ehara J:.J]{ A: 72 Fl, 72 ot: 1
'aihara :fflJ]{ A: 72 ot: 1 ki'johara mJ]{ A: 72 I: 2 ot: 1
ma'ehara iWJ]{ A: 72 ot: 1 cukahara :!i@<J]{ ABC: 72 D: 0,72 F: 0 ot: 1
takehara "rTJ]{ A: 72 F: 0 ot: 1 hasahara ~J]{ ABCDGHIK: 72 F: 0 ot: 1
mi'jahara'gJ]{ A: 72 F: 0 ot: 1 nisihara g§J]{ A: 72 BEGIJKL: 1 CDFH: 0
kurihara ~J]{ A: 72 F: 1, 0 ot: 1 mizuhara 7.kJ]{ A: 72 I: 0 ot: 1
'ucihara pg J]{ A: 72 CD: 0 ot: 1 sugihara if3J]{ A: 72 HI]L: 1 ot: 0
hukuhara tiiJ]{ A: 72 F: 72, lot: 1 sinohara r~J]{ AL: 72 F: 0 ot: 1
nakahara 1:f:1J]{ ABCFGHL: 72 DIJK: 1, 72 E: 1
-bara
ka'Nbara 1$J]{ ai: 1
ki'Nbara ~J]{ ai: 1
'isihara :EJ]{ ai: 0
macubara flJ]{ A: 72 ot: 1
ku'wabara ~J]{ A: 72 B: 72,1 ot: 1
-wara
'ogi'wara ~J]{ A: 72 H: 1,0 ot: 1 hagi'wara tJ(J]{ A: 2 ot: 1
traditionally 0
kazi'wara ~J]{ ai: 0 suga'wara WfJ]{ L: 72 ot: 0 huzi'wara :§J]{ ai: 0
4.2.6 Other cmppounds. Accents are not regular. and cannot be guessed by the
second element.
(5)-~ ...hori, bori. 0 or 72
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ninomi'ja .='§ ABFG: 72 CEHIJL: OK: 1 D: 2
cukamoto :!i* A: 70 ot: 0
macumoto fl* ABC: 70 F: 0, TO ot: °
mi'jamoto '§* A: 0, 70 ot: 0
morimoto ~* ai: °
'umemura ;JiijFf BK: °J: 70 ot: 72
'isimura EFf E: 0 CH: 0, 72 ot: 72
simomura rift BD: 0, 70 L: 72 ot: 0
hamamura ~Ff ABEK: °G: 0,72 ot: 72
mizumura 7]<Ff BEJKL: oACDFGHI: 72
mitamura =E8Ff ABGH: 70 C: 0,70 ot: °
morimura ~Ff ai: 72
macumura flFf ai: 72
'josimura EFf ai: 72
takami'ja ~'§ F: °ot: 72
'ucimura ~Ff ai: 72
'arimura ~Ff ai: 72
hukumura ~iFf ai: 72
'amemi'ja 'ffi'§ ai: 72
'oohori::k;lftB ai: 0 'ucibori ~;lftB ABD: 72 ot: 0
'akabori $;lftB ABDGK: 72 CFHL: 0 EIJ: 7 0
(6)-'§ -mi'ja. 72 or 0
traditionally 72
macumi'ja fl,§ ai: 72
traditionally 0
'oomi'ja ::k'§ ABC: lot: 0
(7)-Ff -mura. 72 or O.
traditionally 72
'icimura rtJFf ai: 72
kamimura 1:Ff ai: 72
takamura ~Ff ai: 72
huzimura §Ff IJK: 0 ot: 72
traditionally O. 72 in these examples seems to be the accent influenced by the
standard language. In a few words TO is found.
'u'emura 1:Ff ABCDGIJ: 70 L: T2 ot: 0
'oomura ::kFf ai: 0 kitamura ~tFf ai: 7 0
'i'wamura ~Ff L: 72 ot: 0 nisimura ~Ff K: 0 ot: 70
mi'jamura '§Ff A: 72 ot: 0 simamura ~Ff FL: 72 G: 0, 72 B: 0, 70 ot: 0
'inamura f~Ff FGL: 72 ot: 0 'okumura ~# A: 72 ot: 0
ka'wamura MFf ai: 0 sa'wamura RFf ai: 0
'imamura ~Ff L: 72 ot: 0 mi'jamura '§Ff A: 72 ot: 0
nakamura r:j:l Ff ai: 0
traditionally 0 or 72
cuzimura :i±Ff ai: 72 K: 0
nonomura !fl.< Ff K: 0 ot: 72
'isomura ~Ff C: 72,0 ot: T2
sugimura t3Ff K: 0 H: 0,72 ot: 72
tanimura ;B.FfJ:O K: lot: 72
takemura 1tFf HK: 0, 72 ot: 72
niimura ~Ff L: 72 I: 72,0 ot: 0
'jamamura iliFf ABEK: 0 DH: 0,72 CFGIJL: 72
(8)-* -moto. 0 or 1. Words of 1 are more common than words of O.
traditionally 0
'i'wamoto ~* A: 70 ot: 0
'okamoto ~* ai: 0
kumamoto ff~* L: 1, 0 ot: 0
sakamoto ~* ai: 0
'jamamoto ili* ai: 0
traditionally 1. Many of 1 words change into 72.
nasimoto ~* A: 72 ot: 1 kusumoto 1i* ABCF: 72 D: 1,72 ot: 1
'ikemoto 1&* A: 72 ot: 1 takimoto ~* A: 72 BCDJ: 1,72 ot: 1
'akimoto fk* AB: 2 D: 1, 72 K: 2, lot: 1
takemoto "IT* ABG: 72 CDJ: 1, 72 ot: 1
hukumoto ti* ABH: 72 CDF: 1,72 ot: 1
simamoto ~* ACG: 72 EH: 0 I: 0, 2 ot: 1
nakamoto q:t* ABCDEGL: 72 IHJK: 1
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kurimoto ~* A: 72 ot: 1
tanomoto :it* A: 72 ot: 1
'enomoto *1* A: 72 ot: 1
'jasumoto 1(* AE: 72 ot: 1
kisimoto J¥* A: 72 B: 0 ot: 1
kanemoto ~* AG: 72 K: 2 ot: 1
kuramoto ~* ADG: 72 B: 2 K: 2,1 C: 0 ot: 1
teramoto ~* AE: 72 J: 0 ot: 1
hiramoto 3JZ* ABCFJ: 72 DL: 0 EGHIK: 1
nisimoto -gg* AJ: 72 H: 1,72 ot: 1
takamoto ~* ABEGK: 72 CD: 1,72 FHI]L: 1
kakimoto W* A: 72 CDJ: 1, 72 ot: 1 sugimoto *5-* A: 72 ot: 1
'josimoto -a* A: 72 G: 1, 72 ot: 1 huzimoto Bi* A: 72 ot: 1
'umemoto ~* AL: 72 CD: 1,72 ot: 1
(9)-~ -zjoo 72 or 1 or 2, ...
'icizjoo ~~ L: 3 ot: 2 (influence of the accent as a numeral or a place name)
kamizjoo J:.~ GH: 1 K: 1,2 ot: 72 nakazjoo q:t~ G: lot: 72
saizjoo -gg~ BFHIJL: 72 ACDEGK: 1 na'Nzjoo T¥i~ H: 1,0 ot: 1
simozjoo r~ ABL: 2 D: 2,72 CFI: 2 EGHJ: 1 K: 1,2
cjuuzjoo q:t~ AGH: 1 IL: 7 2 ot: 0
(10)-other morphemes
'isogai ~J! ABL: 72 DEFGJ: 1 C: 0,1 HIK: 0
'inomata ~JR, ~~ BI: 70 ACDEFHJ: 72 K: 1 L: 0
'oohira:k3JZ ABCDEJ: 1 FGK: 0 HI: 72
'osanai IJ\~.l.JI~ AB: 72 J: 1 L: 0 ot: 2
'odagiri Ij\EB1;JJ ABDEH: 72 C: 2, 72J: lot: 0
'onodera IJ\!!f~ ABH: 72 CEI]K: 2 L: 1 D: 2,1 FGI: 0
kacumata JlJ~ ABCDFGK: 72 EHIL: 1 J: 1,0
kuramoci ~1* ADG: 72 DI: 2 K: 2,1 EFHL: 1 B: 0
ko'janagi J]\*9D A: 72 BCDEHIK: 2 FGJL: 0
sinozuka r~~ AHJ: 72 EGKL: 1 BCDI: 2 F: 0
su'e'josi *-a AHI: 72 CK: 0 DEGL: 1 BFJ: 2
takanasi ~~ ABDEK: 72 CJ: 0,72 FGHIL: 0
tadokoro EBm ABEFGIK: 72 CH: 2, 72J: 1, 72 L: 2
cukagosi ~~ ADFGIK: 72J: 1, 72 B: 2 C: 2,72 EH: 1 L: 0
hatanaka ifHq:t ABCEK: 72 ot: 7 0
ba'Ndoo ~* ABL: 1 CDGJK: 0 EF: 70, 1 H: 0 I: 1,0
'jokomizo ~71 ABFGHK: 72 CDEIL: OJ: 0,70
5. FIVE-MoRA SURNAMES
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The accent of surnames with five or mora morae are the same as that of common
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compound nouns: shiki (~, low-initial type or high-inital type) of names is decided
by the first element (the law of siki preservation, shikihozon-no-hoosoku, ~f*ffO)~
JtU), and the position of the kernel is determined by the second element.
5.1 The position of the kernel is as follows:
00-000 (2mora-3mora): 3 or 73, and no exceptions are found.
000-00 (3mora-2mora): Almost all surnames are 3 or 73, and a few except
ions are found. Examples of exceptions:
'ogasa-' wara Ij\~-~ ai: 0
nikai-doo =~-~ IJL: 70 EK: 73 ot: 72
higasi-' jama ]f!-rlI ai: 0
0000-0 no examples are in the questionnaire.
0-0000 "
'oo'izumi ** ai: 3
5.2 Shikihozon-no-hoosoku does not always hold good.
Considerable exceptions are found:
1) shiki of the first elements is high-initial type, and shiki of surnames of some in-
formants is low-initial type.
kita-ba'jasi ~t-:.f* GK: 3 CD: 3, 73 ot: 73 takeno-'uci frz.-~ K: 3 ot: 73
kuri-ba'jasi ~-:.f* ABEIJ: 73 BCD: 3,73 ot: 3 'jamano-uci rlIz.-~ K: 3 ot: 73
take-ba'jasi fr-:.f* HK: 3 L: 3, 73 ot: 73 'janagi-hara ;fgjJ-~ J: 3, 73 ot: 3
sakaki-bara :f;j1$-~ ABJ3 ot: 3 'oku-daira ~-SjZ BIJ3 ot: 3
2) shiki of the first element is low-initial type, and shiki of surnames of some infor-
mants is high-initial type. This type of exceptions is not found in the young in-
formants.
'ima-'izumi 4--* A: 7 3 ot: 3 kasi'wa-zaki fB-1!fflj A: 73 BIL: 3, 73 ot: 3
macu-ba'jasi f1-:.f* H: 3 ot: 73
3) Of course there are also names where the law of shiki preservation holds good:
'urusi-bara 1*-~ ai: 3 hatake-'jama 1:ffi-rlI ai: 73
komacu-zaki Ij\f1-1!fflj ai: 3 higasi-'jama *-rlI ai: 0
macu-daira f1-SjZ ai: 73 midori-ka'wa ~-JJI ai: 73
naka-ba'jasi ifl-:.f* ai: 73 'janagi-za'wa f}jp-~ ai: 0
5.3 Data of five-mora surnames.
(1)-* -'izumi
'ima'izumi 4-* A: 73 ot: 3
(2)-~ -'uci
takeno'uci frz.~ K: 3 ot: 73 'jamano'uci rlIz.~ K: 3 ot: 3
(3)-1!fflj -zaki
kasi'wazaki fBI!fflj A: 3 BIL: 3, 73 ot: 3 komacuzaki Ij\f11!fflj ai: 3
(4)-SjZ -daira
macudaira f1SjZ ai: 73 'okudaira ~SjZ BI]: 73 ot: 3
(5)-f}jp -'janagi
taka'janagi ~f}jp ABEKL: 73J: 73,3 ot: 3
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higasi'jama *ili ai: °
'ogasa'wara IJ\~J]{ ai: °
'janagihara fPpJ]{ ]: 3, 73 ot: 3
ki'Nda'ici 1fi:E8- GL: 3 D: 3,73 ot: 73
midorika'wa ~}I\ ai: 73
'janagiza'wa fPPiR ai: °
(6)-1* -ba'jasi
'ooba'jasi *1* AE: 73 BD: 73,3 ot: 3
kuriba'jasi ~1* ABEl]: 3 BCD: 3, 73 ot: 3
takeba'jasi 1t1* HK: 3 L: 3, 73 ot: 3
hiraba'jasi SJZ1* GHK: 3 CD: 3, 73 ot: 3
'wakaba'jasi ~1* ai: 73
kitaba'jasi ~t1* GK: 3 CD: 3, 73 ot: 73
(7)-J]{ -bara, wara, hara
'urusibara ~J]{ ai: 3
sakakibara .JJJ: AB]: 73 ot: 3
(8)-ili -'jama
hatake'jama ~ili ai: 73
(9)-other morphemes
'ooga'wara *~JJJ: ai: 3
'ookooci *~ l*J ai: 3
kita'oozi ~t*Jm ai: 73
takaba'jasi r.u1* GH: 3 ot: 73
nakaba'jasi 411* ai: 73








6.1 Accents of compound surnames including the same second elements sometimes
differ depending on the length of the words. The conditions are not clear but
basic accent patterns seem to be relevant (2-mora 1, 3-mora 1, 4-mora 1,0, and 72










-'jama ili 1 0
-kura ~ 1,° °
-ta E8 ° 72, 1, 70,° °
-c/zuka ~ 1,° cuka O/zuka 0, 72
-t/doo JJi 1,0, 70 too O/doo 1
-naka 41 72, 1 °
6.2 People tend to pronounce a person's name in the same accent as that person
that calls himself. For this reason, judging from the names of actors and singers
who oftern appear on televison, the influence of the television accent is remarkable.
This is true especially in the young generation (informant<A> ).
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Examples:
Informant <A> pronounces "higashiyama(*W)" with accent pattern 0 for
surnames in general (with the same accent as the other informants), but with ac-
cent pattern 73 for the surname of the singer called HIGASHIYAMA, Noriyuki
(:*W~z. 7 3 +72). This singer's name is pronounced 3+2 on television in the
accentual system of the standard language.
"yoshimoto(a-*)" is pronounced with accent pattern 1 for surnames in gener-
al except by the informants <AG> (A: 72 G: I, 72). But more informants pro-
nounce this word with accent pattern 72 for the name of the show business com-
pany: <ABCDGHK> 72; the other informants l.
The name of this company is pronounced with accent pattern 72 on television
by the young entertainers from the Kinki district.
6.3 Correspondence with the standard language.
Positions of accent kernel are usually the same as the standard lagugage.
Exceptions are found mainly in the following two cases:
Two-mora and three-mora converted words whose accents are the same as those
for common nouns (see 2.2).
Four-mora compounds whose accents are I (in the old generation and 72 in
the young generation). Accents of these words in the standard language are al-
most 2. (see 4.2.4)
Note that in the case of common native Japanese words, the positions of the
kernel of many words are not the same between the Kyoto dialect and the standard
language.
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